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Conventional ThinkingConventional Thinking

ShewhartShewhart charts are fine for large shifts, charts are fine for large shifts, 
not for small.not for small.
CusumsCusums and and EWMAsEWMAs are great for small are great for small 
shifts.shifts.
So to cover all bases, combine them.  You  So to cover all bases, combine them.  You  
then get both small and large shiftsthen get both small and large shifts
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IllustrationIllustration

Monitor 8Monitor 8--hour shifts with one reading hour shifts with one reading 
every 96 minutes. every 96 minutes. 
Use Use ShewhartShewhart with with nn=5, getting one point =5, getting one point 
per shift.per shift.
Use Use cusumcusum with reference value 0.5, with reference value 0.5, 
decision interval 6.369, getting matching decision interval 6.369, getting matching 
IC ARL of 1850 readings.IC ARL of 1850 readings.
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Surprise!  (Maybe)Surprise!  (Maybe)

The The cusumcusum beats the beats the ShewhartShewhart at both at both 
small and large shifts.  Reason is small and large shifts.  Reason is cusumcusum
can react every 96 minutes (and does so can react every 96 minutes (and does so 
with large shifts); with large shifts); ShewhartShewhart has to close has to close 
out rational groupout rational group
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Reynolds and Reynolds and StoumbosStoumbos 20052005

““Should exponentially weighted moving Should exponentially weighted moving 
average and cumulative sum charts be average and cumulative sum charts be 
used with used with ShewhartShewhart limits?limits?””
TechnometricsTechnometrics, 47, 409, 47, 409--424424

replaced replaced ShewhartShewhart with scale chart.  with scale chart.  NoteNote
that they used a that they used a ShewhartShewhart I chart, not a I chart, not a 
common choice.common choice.
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Does this work?Does this work?

Notation.  IC, data are N(Notation.  IC, data are N(μ,σμ,σ22).  ).  Location, scale Location, scale 
cusumscusums areare
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TuningTuning

Tune location Tune location cusumscusums for one standard for one standard 
deviation shift, so deviation shift, so KKLL = 0.5= 0.5σσ
Tune scale Tune scale cusumcusum for a doubling of for a doubling of 
variance, so variance, so KKσσ = 1.386 = 1.386 σσ22

Set decision intervals to match Set decision intervals to match ShewhartShewhart
IC ARL, so 1850 for the scale IC ARL, so 1850 for the scale cusumcusum..
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ComparisonComparison

ShewhartShewhart XbarXbar and scale and scale cusumcusum match match 
reasonably over most of range, but scale reasonably over most of range, but scale 
cusumcusum much better for large shifts.much better for large shifts.
Supports ReynoldsSupports Reynolds--StoumbosStoumbos suggestion suggestion 
of using scale of using scale cusumcusum for larger shifts.for larger shifts.
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Other possibilitiesOther possibilities

1982 proposal 1982 proposal ““snubsnub--nosed Vnosed V--maskmask”” runs runs 
two location two location cusumscusums –– one tuned for small one tuned for small 
shifts, one tuned for large.  Signals if shifts, one tuned for large.  Signals if 
either exceeds control limit.either exceeds control limit.
Try adding second location Try adding second location cusumcusum KKLL = = 
1.51.5σ, σ, instead of instead of ShewhartShewhart
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ComparisonComparison

TwoTwo--locationlocation--cusumcusum approach beats approach beats 
location+scalelocation+scale.  But as you want scale .  But as you want scale 
cusumcusum anyway to monitor variance, not anyway to monitor variance, not 
clear that this approach pays its way.clear that this approach pays its way.
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ShewhartShewhart I againI again

ShewhartShewhart I chart (used  in Reynolds and I chart (used  in Reynolds and 
StoumbosStoumbos) is itself a ) is itself a cusumcusum with with KK=3=3σσ
and decision interval=0and decision interval=0++

Thus is optimal for a shift of 6Thus is optimal for a shift of 6σσ
As shifts this big are obvious to naked As shifts this big are obvious to naked 
eye, not surprising that eye, not surprising that ShewhartShewhart I does I does 
not help in finding persistent shifts.not help in finding persistent shifts.
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ChangepointChangepoint formulationformulation

Model Model –– XXnn is N(is N(μμ00 , σ, σ22) ) n n ≤≤ ττ,   ,   
N(N(μμ11 , σ, σ22) ) n n > > ττ.  .  
μμ0 0 , σ , σ known, known, τ, μτ, μ11 unknown.unknown.
For each For each nn, calculate maximum Z statistic; signal if , calculate maximum Z statistic; signal if 
this exceeds control limitthis exceeds control limit

max 1 0max |[ ( )/ ]/ |n
k jj kZ X n jμ σ= += − −∑
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ComparisonComparison

ChangepointChangepoint ARL uniformly below twoARL uniformly below two--
locationlocation--cusumcusum pair. pair. 
Performance enhancement appreciable for Performance enhancement appreciable for 
moderate shifts.moderate shifts.
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RIP RIP ShewhartShewhart?  Not so fast?  Not so fast

Is Is ShewhartShewhart dead?  By no means.dead?  By no means.
Another scenario Another scenario –– we get 5 observations we get 5 observations 
per day, as before.per day, as before.
But Monday values are displaced relative But Monday values are displaced relative 
to Tuesday to Tuesday –– Friday.Friday.
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ComparisonComparison

Augmenting location Augmenting location cusumcusum with with ShewhartShewhart
handily beats using scale handily beats using scale cusumcusum..
ChangepointChangepoint is more even match.  is more even match.  
ShewhartShewhart wins between 0.6 and 2.2 wins between 0.6 and 2.2 σσ, , 
with with changepointchangepoint winning beyond.winning beyond.
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Final overviewFinal overview

ShewhartShewhart remains attractive for remains attractive for transienttransient
special causes.special causes.
Location/scale Location/scale cusumcusum pair remains pair remains 
attractive for attractive for persistentpersistent special causes.special causes.
ChangepointChangepoint formulation shows promise in formulation shows promise in 
both settings.both settings.


